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INTRODUCTION TO THE UNIT

We will learn in this unit where English is spoken around the world
and the main reasons why it is so widespread.
Come and travel with us through history, we will visit different
countries, get involved in historical events, get close to different
characters and cultures and reflect on how history makes us
understand our nowadays life!

MAIN GOALS AND COMPETENCES
By the end of this unit, the students will be able to …
1. comprehend oral, written and audiovisual messages related to the British Empire
2. participate in oral interactions, getting involved in historical events by:
- debating and role playing
- working in a cooperative way
- giving opinions and expressing arguments
3. produce coherent writings focusing on History
4. explain historical facts and reason why they produced changes in the world
5. list and place countries on a world map
6. read, comprehend and enjoy literary texts (song)
- analize literary texts and find the deeper meanings
- compose own literary verses
7. use new ICT technologies and apply them to present their works in class
8. reflect on plurilingual and intercultural dimension: be conscious that no
language is superior to the other

1
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This unit contributes to the achievement of the following key competences
(according to the current nomenclature and grouping in Catalonia)

Linguistic and audiovisual communicative competence
-

communicating orally (speaking and listening)
scanning and skimming information
giving their opinion and arguments
doing oral presentations
producing coherent writings

Data processing and digital competence
-

making research on Internet and selecting useful information
using ICT to get information, learn and communicate effectively

Social and civic competence
-

-

Developing democratical values fostering a peaceful World
Comprehending our social reality and the effects of mankind actions in our nowadays
society

SUBJECT MATTER CONTENTS:

SUBJECT MATTER CONTENTS:

MAIN TARGET KNOWLEDGE

MAIN TARGET SKILLS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General idea of the amount of
English speaking countries
Location of the English
speaking countries
The power of the British
Empire
Historical facts regarding the
British Empire
The
British
colonization
chronologically in History
Historical characters regarding
the British Empire
The presence of English
nowadays
The
effects
of
British
colonization

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2

Understanding and explaining the
reason why English is so
widespread
Situating the English speaking
countries on a world map
Explaining historical facts
Remembering some historical
characters regarding the British
Empire
Reflecting about advantages and
disadvantages of colonization
Surfing the Internet to find specific
information
Presenting a topic orally in public.
Being able to create proper writing
with models or guidelines
Using ICT and learn how to
manage new software
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CONTENT OBLIGATORY LANGUAGE:

CONTENT OBLIGATORY LANGUAGE:

DISCOURSE GENRE (TEXT TYPE):

TOPIC SPECIFIC

dominions, colonies, protectorates,
mandates, divorced, beheaded,
betrayed, naval technology, wood,
iron, steel, fuelled by coal, steam,
cannons, timeline, conquer,
conquerors, colonize, colonisation,
coloniser, raw materials

TO UNDERSTAND

explanatory text on historical
facts
narrative of events generating
British colonisation
audiovisuals related to historical
events

•
•
•

ACADEMIC DOMAIN SPECIFIC

TO GENERATE

•

a timeline on historical facts
own script to act a role play
thinking what the characters of
that time might have thought
own literary verses reflecting a
deep meaning
writings on historical events and
reflections on them
oral opinions and give arguments
creative production using ICT

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

SOCIAL & CULTURAL VALUES

//

useful expressions to give ones’
opinion
connectors for a better writing
and speaking
the Past Tense to explain
historical facts
the conditional and modals to
express what you will, might,
do in the chosen English
speaking country
structure to compose verses:
How many…must…
before…

PERSONAL

& EMOTIONAL

DEVELOPMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Think about the effects of colonizing other countries and what happened to
the native inhabitants
Think about what power and money from developed countries have caused
and are still causing in developing countries
SUMMATIVE
ASSESSMENT
The benefits of colonization
(trading,
new raw materials, new settlements,
etc.)
Realize that history helps to understand a lot of our nowadays world
Work in groups in a cooperative way
Be able to defend arguments and come to an agreement
Listen to others and respect others opinion
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SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT

TASK:

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

1. oral reflections, oral class interactions,
oral group discussions

1. Oral participation
àchecklist everyday participation
àextra points for efforts in expressing in L2

2. Teamwork:

2. Teamwork:

- Glogster of an English speaking country

- Glogster
a) time used in class, the content, the language
and the resources used
àassessment: rubric
b) oral presentation
à assessment: students’ evaluation sheet

- Composed verses adapted to the melody
and lyrics of Blowing in the wind of Bob
Dylan.

- Composed verses
classwork, content and topics, adequate rythm
and elaborated vocabulary
àassessment: rubric

- Cooperative work

Collaboration within group work
à checklist active participation in group works

- Drama

Drama
content, language fluency and expressivity
àvideo recording - rubric

3. Class work: student book

3. The student book
àcomplete, correct and neat and extra efforts

4. Final writing

4. The final writing
àcontent and language - rubric

GRADING summative, formative, final
•
•

•
•

Oral participation
Teamwork
- Glog
- Composed verses
- Collaborate, help each other in class activities
- Theatre
Classwork
- Student book
Final writing
4

(20%)
(5%)
(5%)
(10%)

15%
40%

30%
15%
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RESOURCES
Computer, Internet connection, beamer and screen, blackboard
ICT: MS Office (Word and PowerPoint), Wiki, Glogster, Mindmap,
Wordle, Word search generator, Youtube, Teachertube
Assessment tools: Rubistar, Engrade
For drama: costumes
Worldmap - poster
Monolingual dictionaries

•
•
•
•
•
•

CREDITS
Acknowledgements: This Unit has been made possible thanks to the support of
Oriol Pallarés and Azucena Pé.
Images from Flickr (www.flickr.com) among other sources
Videos hosted in Youtube (http://www.youtube.com)

•
•

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

British Empire (with subtitles)
Henry VIII
Admiral Nelson and the Battle of the Nile
Pocahontas trailer
Real witness
Blowing in the Wind by Bob Dylan (without lyrics)
Blowing in the Wind by Bob Dylan (with lyrics)

Video hosted in Teachertube (www.teachertube.com)
o Elisabeth I

•

COMMENTS
•

This unit does not cover copyright of photos or original material.

•

The teacher has to present and contextualise the unit goals and the main
activities that will be carried out on the first session and how the
students will be assessed.

•

Regarding students’ special needs and diversity in class, the teacher has
to take into account, specially when arranging groups, the individual
features of each student.

•

This unit has been designed specially for Tandem Teaching.

•

This Unit has been implemented in an ordinary English class taught by
two English teachers, but it may also be used in a History CLIL class
together with the History teacher.
5
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Session by session overview
Session 1
Tasks

Skill/s

Interaction

Timing

Materials & Resources

Introduction: what, when, how
General Information about the unit

listening

T-> class

5’

Stick your flag on the map

speaking
S<->S
interaction
speaking
S<->S
writing
interaction
listening
class

25’

PowerPoint
presentation
(Annex 1)
Poster, paper flags
(Annex 2), blu-tack
Student book

10’

British Empire video

Discussion-why do you think English
is spoken in so many countries?
Audiovisual – The British Empire

20’

Session2
Tasks

Skill/s

Interaction

Timing

Opening routine: what have we learnt
last lesson?
Pre-reading – vocabulary

speaking

T<->Ss

5’

speaking
interaction
reading
writing

S<->S

15’

student book

T<->S
class

25’
15’

student book
student book

Timing

Materials & Resources

Read the text aloud
Post reading – crossword

Materials & Resources

Session 3
Tasks

Skill/s

Glogster – choose one English
speaking country and say what you
will/won’t see, eat, visit, etc, if you go
there
Homework: finish the Glogster

writing
reading

Interaction

S<->S

55’

Computers
Example of Glogster

Session 4
Tasks

Skill/s

Henry VIII song
Write the name of his 6 wifes and how
they died
Jigsaw reading

listening
listening
writing
reading
speaking
interaction

7

Interaction

Timing

Materials & Resources

S<->S

50’

Paper sheets reading
to cut out
(Annex 4)

class
T<-> S

5’
5’

Henry VIII song
Student book
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Session 5
Tasks

Skill/s

Interaction Timing

T<-> Ss

5’

Materials & Resources

Elisabeth I interview
video
Text for running
dictation (Annex 5)

Opening routine: what do you remember
about Henry VIII?
Interview to Elisabeth I

Speaking
Listening

T <-> Ss

20’

Running dictation

writing
reading
speaking
speaking

S<->S

25’

S<->S

10’

Road Battle Ships - game

Student book

Session 6
Tasks

Opening routine: When did the British
Empire start and why was it so powerful?

Speaking

Skill/s

Interaction Timing

T<-> Ss

10’

Materials & Resources

Timeline

writing,
reading
speaking,
writing

S<-> S

20’

Student book

S<->S
T<->Ss

25’

Student book

Personal timeline

Session 7
Tasks

Skill/s

Match country with raw material

Interaction Timing

Materials & Resources

Admiral Nelson
writing Cristopher Columbus

reading
speaking
interaction
reading
writing

Watch the video of Battle of the Nile

listening

S

Skill/s

Interaction Timing

T->class

5’

Materials & Resources

speaking
interaction
writing
listening

S<-> S
T<->Ss

15’

Pocahontas trailer
video
Student books

class

5’

Dictionaries

T<->S

15’

Student book

T<->S
T->class

15’

T<->S
S

15’
20’
10’

Homework for Monday: Research activity
on the Battle of the Nile
Collect 10 student books for revision

Student book

Word clues to project
(Annex 6)
Admiral Nelson and
the Battle of the Nile
video

Session 8
Tasks

Return student books! Homework check:
Battle of the Nile
What do you know about Pocahontas

Pre-reading activity: look for the meaning
of one word
Letter of John Smith to the Queen

reading
writing
Reading
speaking

Homework: Describe the picture
8
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Session 9
Tasks

ICT Mindmap what Pocahontas and
her tribe can/might/will do to avoid
British settlement
Role play diferent situations

Skill/s

Interaction

Timing

Materials & Resources

speaking
writing

S<->S

40’

Crown, paper hat,
Indian feather,
Checklist (Annex 8)

speaking
writing

T<->S

20’

Reminder: presentation Glogster next
week

Computer

Session 10
Tasks

Skill/s

Homework check: describe pictures
Pocahontas
Opening routine: what have we learnt
so far
History of Australia told by the
teacher/s
Video Reading: witness of convict
Activity: Pardon three convicts

Interaction

Timing

Materials & Resources

5’

Collect 10 student books for revision

listening

T->Ss

10’

(Student book)

reading
speaking
interaction
writing

T<->S
S<->S
T<->S

10’
35’

Real witness video
Student book

Skill/s

Interaction

Timing

Materials & Resources

10’

Blowing in the Wind
songs
Word sheet
(Annex 9)
Student book

Session 11
Tasks

Introduction
Bob Dylan Blowing in the wind +
lyrics
What is going wrong in our world

listening/
reading
speaking
interaction
writing
speaking

create own verses
Sing together
For homework finish the verses +
write them on the Wiki
Collect 10 student books for revision

T->Class
T<->S

5’
10’

S<->S
T<->S
S<->S

30’

class

3’

Computer, beamer
Wiki

Session 12
Tasks

Return corrected student books
Presentation of the Glogsters

Sing together composed song +
other modern songs
9

Skill/s

Interaction

Timing

Materials & Resources

speaking

S->class

45’

class

15’

Computer
Wiki with Glogsters’
links
Students’evaluation
form (Annex 10)
Guitar (optional)
Computer, beamer
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Session 13
Tasks

Conclusion activity: Final Writing
Can do list
Collect all student books for
correction
Final words about the unit and
students efforts

Skill/s

Interaction

Timing

listening

T->S

10’

writing
writing

10

S
S

30’
20’

Materials & Resources

Student book
Can do list
(Annex 11)
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Visual codes of Student’s book:

Group/ peer work

Audiovisuals

Reading

ICT

Listening

Writing

Speaking

For the teacher’s guide:
Solutions
Suggested answers
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SESSION 1:

pages 1 - 4

Why is English so widespread around the world
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
• list and place countries on a world map
• work in groups coming to agreements after a discussion or debate
• give their opinion and express arguments
• plurilingual and intercultural dimension: be conscious that no language is
superior to the other

SKILLS:
RESOURCES &: MATERIALS: computer, PowerPoint presentation, video,
Worldmap, paper flags, blu-tack, student book.
ASSESSMENT: participation in class and in the group work (checklist)
student’s book will be evaluated at the end of unit

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
There is a PowerPoint presentation (see Annex 1) to help the teacher tell the
students what they are going to learn in this unit, how they will be assessed and
some general rules. (5’ – listening – T->class)
Warm-up activity: (3’ – interaction – T<->Ss)
The teacher starts with an introduction to the topic asking the students the
following question: In which countries do you think English is spoken? A brief
class interaction follows.
(17’ – interaction/speaking – S<->S)
Each student receives one small flag with the name of the country on the
bottom. On the backside, the teacher has written the languages which are
spoken in that country and the name of the continent where they belong to (only
in the difficult cases).
The teacher can find in Annex 2 the countries’ list and the flags to be printed,
as well as the list of languages spoken there.

1a
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English is not only spoken in Britain or in America, although people
ususally refer to British and American English.
In this Unit we will learn why English is so widespread and in which
countries English is spoken as a native or as an official language.
First of all, we will create together a big poster with the flags of the
countries where English is spoken. Get your flag and join your classmates with flags of
the same continent. Talk among yourselves about which country you have and what
other languages, besides English, are spoken there. Then find the country on the
worldmap and stick it on the poster.

Here you can find some visual help:

1
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English Speaking Countries
in North America

English Speaking Countries
in Central America and the Caribbean

English Speaking
Countries
in Europe

2
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English Speaking
countries in Africa

English Speaking
Countries
in Asia and the Middle
East

English Speaking Countries
in Oceania

3
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
Follow-up activity: (25’ – speaking/writing/interaction – group work)
The students sit together in groups of four and have to discuss and write the reasons to
the question using the vocabulary provided to guide them. Meanwhile, the students go
in order to the blackboard to stick their flags on a worldmap.
The teacher asks the speaker of the group to say their group conclusions aloud. A brief
discussion may follow. They have to use some of the expressions in the box to give their
opinion.
While the students are doing this task, the teacher asks them to go to the blackboard,
where the poster hangs, and stick with Blu-tack the paperflags on the map.
This poster will show in a visual way how many countries speak English as their native
language and hang in a wall of the class during the whole unit.
To finish the class, the students will watch a 5‘07‘‘ video, in the following link:
• British Empire [video] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aq9MBuTJBmY (accessed
May 26, 2010).
The video transcription can be found in Annex 3.

4a
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Now let‘s discuss together:
WHY DO YOU THINK ENGLISH IS SPOKEN IN SO MANY COUNTRIES
AROUND THE WORLD?
Discuss in groups and take some notes. Choose one “speaker“ who will tell your
results to the class.
Write your team conclusions here:

In our point of view, English is so widespread around the world because English people
conquered many countries. We believe that they travelled to the American, Asian and African
continent and we would say that this is the reason why English language has remained there
over the centuries. It seems to us that the British Empire was really powerful and we are
convinced that for this reason it was easier for them to travel and to get victories than for the
French, German or the Spanish Empires.
Here are some useful expressions to give your opinion, use some of them!

In our point of view ...
We believe that, ...
We have come to the conclusion that, ...
We would say that...
It seems to us that ...
One reason is that...
We are convinced that...

You will watch a funny video to give yourself an idea of what happened during the
British colonisation.

4a
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SESSION 2:

pages 5 - 6

Why is English so widespread around the world (2)
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
• explain historical facts and reason why they produced changes in the world
• learn new vocabulary related to colonization

SKILLS:
RESOURCES &: MATERIALS: student book
ASSESSMENT: participation in class and in the group work (checklist)
student book will be evaluated at the end of unit

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
Opening routine: (5’ – speaking – T->Ss)
The teacher checks what they remember from las lesson.
Pre-reading activity: (15’ – speaking writing – S<->S, T->Ss –
group work) The students have to form groups of four and discuss a possible
meaning for these words. The teacher suggests them to compare them with
their mother tongue. Find below the definitions to project on the screen and
comment together.

The teacher briefly tells the students some historical facts such as:
- England was conquered in 1066 by the Normans (the teacher may show the
students where Normandy was).
- The Norman French dominated the English church, government, legal, and
educational systems for three centuries.
- The Norman establishment used French and Latin, leaving English as the
language of the illiterate and powerless majority. During this period English
adopted thousands of words from Norman French and from Latin, and its
grammar changed rather radically. - The period from the Conquest to the
reemergence of English is called Middle English.
Then the students can start reading aloud the text about the British Empire.

5
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Before reading the text, in groups of four, think about the meaning of the
following words. It might help you to think where the word comes from in your own language.
Then we will write the definition together.

dominion

refers to one of a group of semi-autonomous countries that were under
British sovereignty, constituting the British Empire and British Commonwealth,
from the late 19th century.
colony
is a territory under the immediate political control of a state. A colony is mostly
ruled by another state or can be run independently.
protectorate is an autonomous territory that is protected diplomatically or militarily against
third parties by a stronger state. In exchange for this, the protectorate usually
accepts specified obligations.
mandate
an obligation handed down by an inter-governmental body.
territory
(from the word 'terra', meaning 'land') is a defined area (including land and
waters), considered to be a possession of a person, organization, institution,
animal, state or country subdivision.

Did you notice that the words are very similar to Spanish and Catalan words. They
have the same Latin origin! Why do you think they have a Latin origin?

The British Empire was formed by the dominions,
colonies, protectorates, mandates, and other
territories, mandates, and other territories ruled or
administered by the United Kingdom, that had
originated with the overseas colonies and trading
posts established by England in the late 16th and
early 17th centuries. At its height it was the
largest empire in history and, for over a century,
was the foremost global power. By 1922, the British
Empire held sway over a population of about 458 million people, one-quarter of the world's
population, and covered more than 33,670,000 km2: approximately a quarter of the Earth's
total land area. As a result, the British language and the technology was spread around the
world. It was often said that "the sun never sets on the British Empire", this means that the sun
was always shining on at least one of its numerous territories.

6a
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:

Post-reading activity: (15’ – speaking/ writing – group work, T<->S)
In the same groups of four, the students have to fill in the following crossword.

5
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SESSION 3:

pages 7 - 8

Research on one English speaking country
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
• use new ICT technologies and apply them to present their works in class
• work in groups to select useful information from the web.

SKILLS:
RESOURCES &: MATERIALS: Computer, Glogster, Wikispaces, Student book
ASSESSMENT: Rubric

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
ICT Task: (55’ – writing/reading - group work)
In a computer lab, the teacher explains to the students what a Glog is, what
they can do with it and how to create it. The students have to choose one
English speaking country and say what they will see, eat, visit and so on if they
ever go there by using text, photos and either own voice recordings or videos.
The teacher might show them an own created Glog as an example. Here are
some examples of Glogs used in previous years:
http://adrihidalgo.glogster.com/ireland/
http://monica1967.glogster.com/zimbabwe/
Then, once the students have created the Glog they have to attach their links in
a common wiki the teacher will have to create for them. In this wiki, the
students will find the instructions to paste their links (optional task for the
teacher: create a Voki with written support to help your students know how to
use a wiki on www.voki.com); see the example used by previous teachers:
http://icariaglogs.wikispaces.com/.
6
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Imagine you have earned a big amount of money and you can travel
wherever you want to. In groups of two, choose one English speaking country and
say what you will see, eat, visit, etc., and what you won’t do, if you go there.

Let’s create a Glog!
Glogster is an exciting social networking site that allows you to create your own
posters. In the following page, you can find an example of what a Glog is. Make your own Glog
by following these simple steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Go to www.glogster.com and register.
The first screen you will see is your dashboard. Click on the "Create a new Glog" button.
Select "Wall" from the toolbar that is on top of your Glog to the left.
You can choose from different backgrounds and images provided. You can upload your
own pictures, music and video clips to use too.
Add graphics or animated images to your Glog by selecting the button on the toolbar.
Just drag and drop them wherever you want.
Add text by selecting the button on your magnet toolbar. This will open a box allowing
you to choose a text frame.
You can also add video and sound in the same way as the other features (ex: youtube).
Once you have finished with your Glog, select the save and publish button and copy the
address.
Then go to the wiki page your teacher will tell you. Click on join and add your data.

In two weeks time you will present your Glog in class. In this activity, the content and the
presentation will be assessed.
7a
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
On the right side the teacher can see an example of a Glog created by a group
or students.
The teacher will assess their students by using a Rubric (Annex 4), that will help
to be more objective. The teacher will have to rank their glogs from best to
worst dependending on how they have worked in class, how attractive their
Glog is, their writing, the content and how many resources they have used. The
teacher will tick the Rubric’s boxes according to the corresponding evidences,
add up the corresponding box scores and divide it into two. The final result will
be their final mark out of 10.
Then the students will make an oral presentation by using their Glogs about
their country in front of the whole class in the last session.
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Example of Glog
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SESSION 4:

pages 9 - 11

Who and how started the British colonisation
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. comprehend historical facts and reason what changes these facts have
produced
2. work in a cooperative way to understand a written text and to be able to
explain it to the others with their own words

SKILLS:
RESOURCES &: MATERIALS: computer, video, beamer, student book, jigsaw
reading paper sheets
ASSESSMENT: Observation on participation in class and in the group work,
student book

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
Listening activity: (10’ – listening/writing – T->Ss) The students
will listen to a song about Henry VIII with English subtitles and will answer
the following question while listening. The teacher may play it twice if needed
and check the answers of the students together in class. Link to the video:
• Henry VIII [video] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fadCAHjN-s (accessed
May 26, 2010)

(50’ – reading/speaking – S<->S – group work) We have divided a
text in five pieces (Annex 5). The teacher gives one piece of paper to each
member of the group. The students read their paragraph and get together with
the other members of the groups who have the same paragraph as they do.
Then, they have to check understanding and try to guess the meaning of the
words they don’t know according to the context. The teacher walks around the
classroom to help them. Once they have understood their fragment, they go
back to their groups and tell them about their paragraph, and listen to the
other ones. The teacher may get them to take notes to help students remember
their story. The teacher has to check that none of the students is reading the
article aloud or letting their partners simply read their paper.
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Henry VIII the king who started British colonisation
Now listen to this song

Write in order the names of his 6 wives and what happened with them.
1) Catherine of Aragon failed to give him a
son, he asked her for divorce and that broke
her poor heart.
2) Anne Boleyn had a daughter and Henry
VIII said she flirted with another man so she
went off for the chop, beheaded.
3) Jane Seymour gave him a son little
Prince Ed, and she dropped dead.
4) Anne of Cleeves, he saw her on a
portrait, they got divorced.
5) Catherine Howard, she was only 18
years old. She flirted with others and the
axe sent her to her grave, beheaded.
6) Catherine Parr, Henry died before her.

Let’s do a jigsaw reading to learn something about his life.
Get together in groups of 5. Each member of the group will receive one
piece of paper. Join the other members of the groups who have the same paper as you.
Read them together and think about how you would explain the content to your
classmates. Now, go with your group again and tell them what it says there. Then,
work together to understand the whole text and answer the questions on page 10.
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Worksheet for Jigsaw reading
Copy of the Jigsaw reading for the teacher:

1. The young Prince Henry, the second son of Henry VII and Elizabeth of York was born on
28 June 1491 at Greenwich. Henry had a very spoilt childhood as you might expect of a
Royal Prince. So spoiled was he that he even had his own ‘whipping boy’ who was
punished every time Henry did something wrong!
2. When he was a teenager, Henry was vigorous and handsome. He was an incredible
athlete and loved fighting and hunting. He was very clever also, he was good at Latin,
maths, astronomy, cosmology and music. After his elder brother died, Henry became next
in line to be King. His father died in 1509 and the young Prince became King just before
his 18th birthday.
3. When he became King the country was Catholic and was controlled by the Pope in
Rome. When the Pope wouldn’t let Henry get divorced from his first wife because she
failed to give him a son, Henry made himself head of the church in England instead and
gave himself the divorce he wanted. But he was also a terrible and cruel King. He
executed anyone who disagreed with him (including two of his wives!)
4. Later Henry closed all the Monasteries in England and took all the money and lands the
from the Monks and Nuns. This time was called the Reformation. Henry VIII greatly
improved English seapower and instituted an efficient navy, he made large royal
investment in shipbuilding and naval innovations, such as the use of cannons on ships.
5. England and France were at war three times during Henry VIII reign. The reason was
mainly that the French, along with the Scots, constituted a threat against English
merchant vessels.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
Follow up activity: Once the students have understood together the text, each one of
them has to answer individually the following questions.
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Answer the following questions about the text you have read:
1. Who was Henry VIII’s father?
Edward IV
Richard III
X Henry VII
2. When did Henry VIII come to the throne?
In 1507
In 1508
X In 1509
3. Why did Henry’s marriage to Catherine of Aragon fail?
X Because she couldn’t provide him with male heirs.
Because Henry didn’t love her.
Because she cheated on him.
4. How did Henry’s marriage problems linked to the break from Catholicism?
The Pope said that Henry had never officially married Catherine, so they couldn’t
divorce.
X The Pope refused to grant Henry a divorce, so he declared himself the Head of
the Church.
The Pope said Henry was not a good Catholic and Henry decided to split from
Catholicism.
5. Apart from his divorce, how did Henry benefit from his break from Catholicism?
He could say the Pope whatever he wanted to.
Henry had complete control over all aspects of England.
X Henry ordered the dissolution of the monasteries and stole their money.
6. What was the most important thing for the future Empire which was achieved during
Henry VIII’s period?
That Henry married six times.
X The birth of the English naval power.
That Henry won several wars.
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SESSION 5:

pages 12 - 13

Why was the British Empire the most powerful one?
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. listen and understand native speakers’ conversation
2. work in groups to achieve a common goal

SKILLS:
RESOURCES &: MATERIALS: computer, video, student book, text for running
dictation
ASSESSMENT: Observation on participation in class and in the group work,
student book

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
Opening routine: (5’ – speaking – T<->S) The teacher checks what the students
have learnt so far.
(20’ – listening – T<->S) The teacher tells the students they are
going to listen to a fiction interview between two students who are acting as the
Queen Elizabeth I and as an interviewer. The interview is in the following link:
•

Elisabeth I interview [video]
http://www.teachertube.com/viewVideo.php?video_id=150681&title=Intervie
w_of_Queen_Elizabeth_I_by_Ben_Lion (accessed May 26, 2010).

Then, the students read the questions and ask the teacher to explain the
meaning of the words they don’t understand. Once they know what they have to
do, the teacher plays the recording “Elizabeth I interview”and the students
have to answer the questions, either selecting the right answer in the quiz
questions or writing the answer. Once they have answered individually, they
have to compare their answers with those of their partner. Then the teacher
asks the students to say their answers aloud to check their listening
comprehension.
11a
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Now we will learn about Elisabeth I, who made the British Empire grow.
Listen to the interview with the Queen and answer the questions.
Talk about it in your group.

Answer the questions:

What’s Elizabeth’s father’s name?
King Henry VIII

Did their parents get divorced?
No, her mother was beheaded.

How many siblings did Elizabeth have?
She had one half-brother.
X She had one half-brother and one half-sister.
She had two sisters.

Was she born in a hospital?
No, she was born at Greenwich palace.

In which year did she become Queen?
X In 1559
In 1569
In 1579

What was she famous for?
For being the first Queen of England
X For being the Queen of England and wanting to build a colony
For being the daughter of Anne Boleyn

How old was she when she died?
She was 69 years old.
11
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:

(25’ – writing/reading/speaking – group work) The students have
to get together in groups of four. The teacher asks one student to read the
general rules and makes sure that everybody has clearly understood the
instructions. The teacher tells them that every time s/he raises her/his arm,
they will change their roles and that the first team to finish will be the
winner.
The teacher prints the text in Annex 6 and sticks it on the wall.
Once they have finished the running dictation, the teacher makes sure they
have understood everything and explains the meaning of the words the
students don’t understand. Then the teacher checks their comprehension by
comparing the British Navy with the Portuguese and the Spanish ones.
Suggested questions to ask to the students:
Where did the Industrial Revolution start? (United Kingdom)
Why did it start there? (financial help)
With which materials did they usually build their ships? (Wood)
Which was the innovation?(They started building them with iron and steel
and they could hold a cannon)
How did they fuel their ships before the Industrial Revolution? (by coal)
And afterwards? (by steam)
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Why was the British Empire the largest in history?
Let’s do a running dictation on naval technology!
General rules: Organize yourselves in groups of 4. Each one of you will be one number
from 1 to 4. To start with, number 1 will be the reader and number 2 will be the writer. So the
number 1 of each team will have to run to a text, read it and memorize as much as possible.
Then, number 1 will run back to his/her team and dictate the text to the writer in his/her group.
The teacher will tell you when you have to change your roles, so number 2 will be the reader and
number 3 the writer, and so on. The group that finishes writing their text first wins.
So, three, two, one... go!
Below you can find some space to write your final dictation:
The Industrial Revolution took place in the 18th century in Britain thanks to the financial
resources that the United Kingdom received from its many overseas colonies. As the technology
of war progressed, wooden ships (fueled primarily by coal) were replaced by iron and steel ships
which could hold a cannon. These sophisticated ships used steam turbines for propulsion. The
Royal Navy was the most powerful navy in the world from the beginning of the 19th century. The
fleet increased in size, from about 270 ships in 1700 to about 950 vessels in 1940, during World
War II. The Navy helped establish the United Kingdom as the dominant military power of the
19th century, and was essential for maintaining the British Empire. Although the Royal Navy is
now much smaller, it remains the largest European navy, and one of the world's most
technologically advanced.

Now let’s talk about why the British Empire was larger than
the Spanish and the Portuguese ones.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(10’ – speaking – S<->S) This activity can be for the final class minutes, just to
enjoy and finish the activity regarding British naval power.
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Let’s play!

Ships:

Road Trip Battleships

Aircraft carrier (5 blocks)
Battleship (4 blocks)

How to play:

Cruiser (3 blocks)

1. Place all of your ships on the grid according to its size
(ex. Patrol boat is 2 blocks).
Patrol Boat (2 blocks)
Don’t let your enemy see your ships!
2. Take turns and fire at your enemy by saying the
coordinates
Submarine
(3 blocks)
where you think the ships of your enemy
are (ex. A3).
3. Mark your shots as “hit” (X) or “miss” (dot) according
to your enemy’s reply.
4. When your enemy fires at you, say “hit” or “miss” and mark your hit ships with an X
when they are hit.
5. When your ship is sunk you must say “You sunk my (name of the ship)”
6. The first person to sink all of their enemy’s ships wins!
My Ships
1

2

3

4

Enemy Ships
5

6

7

8

9

10

1

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E

F

F

G

G

H

H

I

I

J

J
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SESSION 6:

pages 14 - 15

Brief chronology on historical facts
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. write a personal timeline and retell their partner’s personal events
2. order chronologically historical facts

SKILLS:
RESOURCES &: MATERIALS: student book
ASSESSMENT: Observation on participation in class and in the group work,
student book

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
Opening routine: (5’ – speaking – T->Ss) The Teacher checks what they
remember from previous lessons.
(20’ writing/reading) The students receive the first three dates as
example. Then either for homework or in class they have to put the dates of the
Wordle in order and separate the words to make sense. Then the students will
compare their results.
The teacher highlights after this activity the length of the conquering period,
more than 200 years.
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Put the dates of the British conquests in order:
Attention! You have to separate the words!

1704 Marlborough wins the battle of Blenheim; Gibraltar captured
1707 - The Act of Union unites the kingdoms of England and Scotland
1710 British capture French Acadia (becomes Nova Scotia)
1729 North and South Carolina become Crown Colonies
1760 All Canada passes to Britain
1777 British take New York and Philadelphia
1781 Britain takes Charleston
1793 First free settlers arrive in Australia
1799 Malta captured
1821 Sierra Leone, Gambia and the Gold Coast form British West Africa
1829 Western Australia founded
1840 Treaty of Waitangi in New Zealand
1875 Britain buys Suez canal Fiji islands annexed
1882 Occupation of Egypt
1887 Zululand becomes protectorate
1901 British protectorates in Nigeria
1918 British troops take Syria and Palestine
1920 British East Africa becomes Kenya
1941 Fall of Hong Kong
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:

Speaking activity: (25’ – speaking/writing – pair work) The teacher
tells the students that everybody has important dates in his/her life, even teenager
as them. They have to think about 3-5 important dates in their life and explain
them to their pair, afterwards each student has to tell something to the whole
class about his/her classmate as in the example provided.
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Write your own timeline with significant dates in your life, talk
about it with your partner. Each student has to tell the rest of the class
something about his/her partner.

My first
daughter was
born in 1991!

╓
║
╠
║
║
╠
║
║
║
╠
║
╙

____________________________
____________________________
_____________________________

_____________________________
_____________________________

15
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SESSION 7:

pages 16 - 17

Battles and conquerors
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. learn new vocabulary
2. search for information and select the useful one on the Internet
3. understand the benefits of colonization

SKILLS:
RESOURCES &: MATERIALS: webs for research, video, computer, student
book, word clues to project.
ASSESSMENT: Observation on participation in class
Content and language of writing when evaluating the student book

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(15’ – speaking – T->Ss) The teacher tells the students to match
the raw materials with the pictures and try to think where the British did
obtain them from. As the teacher has the solutions he helps them with
keywords to find the right answer.
1. Nova Scotia: The Grand Banks fishing grounds yielded tons of dried fish.
2. New England: New England was valued for its tall pines for ship masts and spars.
3. Mid-Atlantic Colonies: They exported grains to the Caribbean and to England.
4. South America: Tobacco made many merchants in England rich along with the
plantation owners. Cotton was important for ship’s sails and clothing.
5. Caribbean: Most of the Caribbean Islands produced sugar.
7. India: India was valued for its spices.
8. Australia – many settlers went ther to find gold

For homework or in the computer lab the students have to look for
information about the Battle of the Nile by using the provided websites. The
teacher provides them with some useful web pages where they can find the
informationunder the suggested web pages.
Optional: Watch the video about Admiral Nelson and Battle of the Nile in the
link below:
•

Admiral Nelson and Battle of the Nile [video]
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iqv6Qr1awDs (accessed May 26, 2010).
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Conquering other countries or continents brought new raw materials to Britain.
What did they obtain from the different parts, besides new land? What was it
about these regions that made them important to Great Britain?
Match the Territory with the raw materials:

Nova Scotia

grains

New England

spices

Mid-Atlantic Colonies

sugar

South America

tall pines

Caribbean

dried fish

India

tobacco + cotton

Australia

gold

Find infomation about the Battle of the Nile/ Admiral Nelson
Here you have some useful webs:
http://militaryhistory.about.com/od/navalbattles1800s/p/nile.htm
http://www.eddiemcguire.com/battle_nile.htm
http://www.napoleonguide.com/battle_nile.htm
The Battle of the Nile
When did it take place: 1st August 1798
Where did it happened: East of Alexandria of the coast of Egypt in the Mediterranean
Who did fight: A British Fleet against a French Fleet
How did it finish: Nelson and the British Fleet won a resounding victory
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(15’ - reading – T->Ss) The students read aloud the textg about Admiral Nelson’s
life,
(20’ – writing – individual work) Afterwards the students have to do
a writing following the model about a Spanish conqueror.
The teacher will project in class at the screen the key data about Columbus’ life
so that the students can do the writing (Annex 7).
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Admiral Nelson
Horatio Nelson was born in Norfolk,
Britain, on the 29th of September 1758 . He
was an Englishman famous for his service
in the Royal Navy, particularly during the
Napoleonic Wars. He won several battles. In
the battle of Corsica he lost one eye and in
the Battle of Santa Cruz de Tenerife he was
wounded loosing his right arm. He had a
love affair with Lady Hammilton, while
both were married. He died in 1805 during
the Battle of Trafalgar against the Spanish
Navy. Since then he became a hero in
Britain and the Nelson’s Column can be
found in Trafalgar Square in London.

Now write as in the model a short text about the Spanish conqueror Christopher
Columbus:
Stick a picture here

Suggested writing:
Cristopher Columbus was born in 1451 in Genoa, Italy. He
was a navigator, colonizer and explorer. He started the
Spanish colonization under the Queen Isabel de Castilla. He
was famous for discovering the American continent in 1492,
called the New World, although he thought it was Asia. He
married Filipa Moniz Perestrello, daughter of the Porto
Santo governor and Portuguese nobelman.
On 20 May 1506, at about age 55, Columbus died in
Valladolid, fairly wealthy from the gold his men had
accumulated in their travels. In Barcelona at the end of the
Ramblas we can see a square with Columbus column
pointing to America.
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SESSION 8:

pages 18 - 20

American colonies
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. understand an authentic old text
2. be sensitive about the story of the conquered Indians and think about it.
3. look words up in the dictionary and explain the meaning to the class with their
own words.

SKILLS:
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: computer, dictionaries, video, student book
ASSESSMENT: Observation on participation in class and in the group work, student
book

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(5’ – teacher ->Ss) The teacher checks the homework about the Battle of the Nile.
(15’ – speaking/writing/ listening – pair work) The teacher starts the
class checking what they know about Pocahontas story. The teacher can warm-up
the activity with a trailer of Disney’s movie Pocahontas, which can be found in the
following link:
• Pocahontas [video] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9XDxkghI3M (accessed
May 26, 2010).

After watching the video, they have to read the questions and think in pairs about
the possible answers.
Then the teacher starts an interaction and guides them to find the right answers.
Further optional information for the teacher to explain to the students:
Both Powhatan and Dale agreed, apparently hoping that this marriage would help
relations between the two groups. Powhatan sent an uncle of Pocahontas and two of her
brothers to the April 1614 wedding. The wedding began eight years of relative peace
between the colonists and Indians known as the Peace of Pocahontas.
Pocahantas, now known as Rebecca Rolfe, and John Rolfe had one son, Thomas,
porobably named by the governor, Thomas Dale.
In England, Pocahontas was treated as a princess. She visited with Queen Anne and was
formally presented to King James I. She also met with John Smith, a great shock to her
since she thought he was dead. Her brother-in-law was apparently charged by Powhatan
with counting the English population by marking a stick, which he shortly discovered was
a hopeless task.
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What do you know about Pocahontas?
Talk with your partner and write your conclusions.
Is the story of Pocahontas real or fiction? It is a real story though in movies it
is combined with imagination

Where did Pocahontas live? In Virginia – America
Was Pocahontas her real name? It was only a nickname, her correct name was Matoaka
How old was she when she met John Smith? She was only 11 or 12 years old
What country did John Smith the conqueror come from? England
Was Pocahontas an Indian Princess? Yes, Pocahontas' father was Powhatan, the chief king
of the Powhatan confederacy of Algonquin tribes in the Tidewater region of what became
Virginia

Why was John Smith captured by Powhatan, the chief of the tribes in the
area? In December of 1607, Captain John Smith was on an exploration and trading mission
when he was captured by Powhatan
Why didn’t they kill him? He evidently was about to be killed when, according to Smith,
Pocahontas suddenly flung herself across his body in an attempt to prevent his death.
Why did John Smith have to return home? Because he got injured
Who did Pocahontas marry? A successful tobacco planter in Jamestown, John Rolfe, fell in
love with Pocahontas.
Who did Pocahontas meet in England? In 1616, Pocahontas set sail for England with her
husband and several Indians. There she was presented to Queen Anne and also met Johr Smith.
Where did Pocahontas die? While the Rolfes were
preparing to leave in 1617, Pocahontas fell ill. She died at
Gravesend. The cause of death has been variously described
as
smallpox, pneumonia, tuberculosis, or lung disease.

Let’s talk about your answers!
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(20’ – reading/writing/speaking) The teacher gives a sheet of
paper to each student with one of the underlined words. Either in class or for
homework the students have to look for the definition. While reading the
original letter, the responsible student of the word has to explain to the whole
class the meaning.The teacher has to take care that there are enough
dictionaries in the class.
-

Salvage: the act of rescuing a ship or its crew or goods that were in
danger of destruction
Exceeding: far beyond of what is usual in magnitude or degree.
Courtesy: respectful act
Manly (manliest): male, characteristic of a man
Comely (comeliest): handsome, very pleasant to the eye
Bold (boldest): fearless
Dear: a beloved person
Well-beloved: a person many people love
Hazard: risk, danger
Brain: part of the head responsible for thoughts and feelings
Prevail: continue, stay
Escort: accompany someone to protect him/her
Feed: give food to
Weakness: lack of physical or mental strength
Commonwealth: politically organized body of peaople under a single
government
Starve: die of food deprivation
Relief: reducing something unpleasant
Gracious: exhibiting courtesy and politeness
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John Smith's Letter to the Queen about Pocahontas:
Before reading everybody gets a sheet of paper with one of the underlined words
and has to look for the meaning in the dictionary. When we read aloud and one
word is not understood the responsible student will explain that word to the whole
class.
To her Majesty Queen Anne!
So it is, that some ten years ago
being in Virginia, and taken prisoner
by the power of Powhatan their
chief King, I received from this
great Salvage exceeding great
courtesy, especially from his son
Nantaquaus, the most manliest,
comeliest, boldest spirit, I ever saw
in a Salvage, and his sister
Pocahontas, most dear and
well-beloved daughter. She was
only 12 or 13 years old at the time.
I respect Pocahontas because of her
compassion, because she saved my
life. After some six weeks at the
minute of my execution, she
hazarded the beating out of her
own brains to save mine. Pocahontas
then prevailed with her father so
that I was escorted back to Jamestown where the surviving colonists
were fed by "the savages. Such was
the weakness of this poor commonwealth, as had the salvages not fed
us, we directly had starved. And this
relief, most gracious Queen, was
commonly brought us by this
Lady Pocahontas.
John Smith
19
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:

(5’ – writing) Now that the students know the real story of Pocahontas
they have to describe what is happening in these pictures. (Optional for
homework)
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Describe what you see in the pictures:

.The Indians want to kill John Smith and Pocahontas is trying to save him..

Pocahontas is being presented to the King and the Queen of England.
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SESSION 9:

pages 21 - 22

American colonies (2)
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. use new ICT technologies and elaborate a common Mindmap
2. write their own scripts in groups and represent their drama

SKILLS:
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: Mindmap, computer, paper crown, hat and
Indian feather to disguise, video camera, student book.
ASSESSMENT: Observation on participation in class and in the group work,
drama assessed with video recordings by using a Checklist (Annex 8)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(20’ – speaking/writing – T->Ss) The teacher will create together with
the students a mindmap with the online program http://www.text2mindmap.com/.
The students have to say what the Indians can do, will do and might do to avoid
the British settlement.
The mindmap can be printed and sticked in the student book.
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Let‘s create a Mindmap, saying what the Indians can do, will
do and might do to avoid the British settlement. Print it and stick
it here.

Suggested mindmap:
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(40’ – speaking/writing – group work) The teacher comments the
three situations during the British colonization with the students and they have to
choose one and try to create a brief dialogue with his/her pair. The students may
use the expressions from the student book.
To make the activity more attractive the students can receive one hat, crown or
feathers to act in front of the class.
The teacher will assess their interpretation and their writing by using a Checklist
(see Annex 8)
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A) Imagine you are the Queen and Admiral Nelson. Queen Elisabeth
wants to conquer another continent. She calls him to her palace.
B) Imagine you are Admiral Nelson and one of his soldiers. Nelson wants to
conquer more and more countries and is never satisfied. The soldier is tired
and wants to go back home.
C) Imagine you are the Chief of an Indian tribe and Nelson arrives with his men
to your territory. The Chief wants to keep his land, 20 families live there.
Choose one of these situations, work with you partner, take notes and practise
dialogues to play your roles in front of the class.

Useful vocabulary:
Most gracious Queen! I want to conquer the whole world!
Don’t kill us!

Please let my tribe live in peace.

Go to your ship and bring me gold and diamonds!
We are tired, we can’t fight anymore.

Please, let‘s return to England.

Where do you want me to go this time?
You have to go now, we want to build our houses here!
Of course my Majesty, I will start immediately!
Nobody will go home, you must fight!
No way, the Queen has said she wants more!
Don’t you see there are women and children here? We want to see our families!
22
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SESSION 10:

pages 23 - 25

Australian colonization
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. be sensitive through a real witness story
2. work in groups coming to agreements after a discussion or debate

SKILLS:
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: computer, video, tape recorder, student book.
ASSESSMENT: Observation on participation in class and in the group work,
assessment of their conversation recorded on tapes.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
Opening routine: (5’ – speaking – T->S) The teacher checks what they have
learnt so far.
(10’ – listening – T->Ss) The teacher may either read the text with the students
or tell them the story with his/her own words.
(10’ – reading/speaking – T<->Ss) Then they will watch the video “Real
Witness” as a reading activity. A witness of that period explains how she was
working with 15 years in London and was accused for theft and deported to
Australia. It can be found in the link below:
• Real Witness http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ONgPQAm0NqQ (accessed
May 26, 2010).
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In the year 1770 Captain Cook discovered the continent of Australia, a big island in the
Pacific Ocean. The land was full of strange unusual creatures the English had never
seen before, aborigines, Koalas and cangaroos.
The English in those days had the richest and more powerful Empire in the world. The English
rich people owned everything and the poor people nearly owned nothing. As they considered that
the poor people were responsible for the diseases in Britain and that they were all thieves, they
decided to put them into prison. The prisons became fuller and fulelr.
So they decided to bring them to
another place and in 1788 eleven
British ships brought 759 convicts to
the new land that captain Cook had
said was empty. There they found
those strange inhabitants, the
aborigines. They didn’t understand
their language and were afraid so
they simply killed them.
At first the convict lived in a very
miserable way and the English
continued bringing many prisoners.
For the next 60 years over 160.000
prisoners were brought to this island. English colony started to spread over the whole island.
Tweny per cent of the convicts were women who worked in female factories, the textile
factories. Governor Philip founded a system of jobs in which people, whatever their crime, were
employed according to their skills – brick makers, carpenters, nurses, servants, shepherds and
farmers. Educated convicts had easier works of administration.
As women convicts were useful as wifes and mothers they got free when they married a British
man. They also used the habilities of the convicts to construct bridges, roads, courthouses and
hospitals.
In 1851 gold was discovered and people from all over the world came to Autralia. The British
created an immigrant restriction and allowed only white people to come, because the white were
the first who discovered Australia.

Now we will watch the video with images of Australia and a real witness
of a British convict deported to Australia
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(5’ – writing – group work) Firstly, the students have to match the
name of the jobs with their corresponding skills and they correct the exercise
together by comparing their responses.
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You are the Governor of New South Wales and you are in charge of the
Colony and therefore are able to pardon convicts. You decide to pardon three carefully
selected convicts to assist you in the work of the new colony. Who will you pardon and
why?
You need convicts with skills in:
Helping to build houses in the new Colony.
Helping to run the new Government.
Helping to improve farms and gardens.
Here is a list of ten convicts. Firstly, write the name of the job each one of the convicts work as
next to the skills involved:
Brickmaker

Carpenter

Tailor

Labourer

Farmer

Chimney
Sweep

Baker

Cleaner

Typist

Salesman

Skills

Job
Carpenter

I build and fix the wooden parts of houses

Typist

I am skilled at writing letters very fast by using a typewriter.

Farmer

I am skilled at working with animals and plants

Salesman

I walk around the streets selling goods to people

Baker

I can make bread, pastries and cakes.

Chimney sweep

I am young and small. I climb down chimneys to clean them out.

Labourer

I am a male. I have no training but I am strong and hard working. I
like to work outside.

Cleaner

I do jobs of housework like cleaning, dusting, sweeping,washing
and making beds.

Tailor

I make and repair clothes for people.

Brickmaker

I dig up clay and make it into blocks for building.
24
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(30’ – speaking/writing – group work) Then the students get together
in groups of four and think about who they want to pardon and why. They have
to think about which skills these workers will need to have to be the three most
useful people for the new colony. The teacher lets them discuss in groups and,
once they have decided, leads a class discussion to choose, by common consent,
the three convicts who will be pardoned.
Optional: The teacher may evaluate their English fluency and pronunciation
from tape-recordings.
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Now, decide which worker you would pardon and why. Write it down in the
following lines.
My three choices are:
1. ___________________________ because _________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________ because___________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________ because __________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
In groups of four, discuss who you would let out of jail and why. You have to reach an
agreement and choose only three prisoners. When you are done, choose a speaker to tell the rest
of the class about your decision.
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SESSION 11:

pages 26 - 28

English language for communication
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. comprehend the deeper meaning of a literary text
2. compose own literary verses

SKILLS:
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: computer, student book, word sheet (Annex 9),
“Blowing in the wind” videos (with and without lyrics)
ASSESSMENT: Verses Rubric (Annex 10)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(5’ – listening/speaking – T<->S) The teacher explains in this lesson that
English has become an international language and tells the students, by
interacting with them, which are the main media where English is used.
warm-up activity: (10’ – listening – group work) The teacher has to
print the corresponding worksheet (Annex 9) and cut the words out. Before
listening to the song Blowing in the Wind, the students have to form groups.
Each group receives some paper sheets with different words on them. Some
words appear in the lyrics of the song and others (50%) don’t, they are
distracters. They have to listen to the song and identify which word appears and
which words don’t. Each word counts as one point, each wrong word takes
away one point. The song Blowing in the Wind without lyrics can be found in
the following link:
•

Blowing in the Wind without lyrics
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FIcaMp0svI (accessed May 26, 2010).
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We have seen how widespread the English language is around the world and why.
We also know that the English language is used to communicate around the world
and is used for communication in the public sphere. Politicians speak English
among themselves as well as journalists, sportsmen and famous actors and singers
and scientists. English is used in the media as television, cinema, radio,
newspapers, magazines and the internet, computer games, music, etc. Although in
many countries the films are dubbed, English still is the “language of the Media”.
But English is important also for business as companies all over the world
communicate in English.

We have chosen a very famous song, but we know it is not the most modern one. Don’t worry,
you will let us know your favourite song and we will sing some of them together!
Let’s listen to an original song, Blowing in the Wind from Bob Dylan.
You will receive some sheets of paper with words that appear in the song and other words as
distracters. In groups choose which words you have recognized that appear in the song. Each
word counts as one point, each wrong word takes away one point. Which group will get more
points?!?!
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(10’ – speaking/writing – group work) The students will listen again
the song and analyze the lyrics in groups thinking what Bob Dylan wanted to
change in the world and what they would change. Afterwards the speaker of each
group will tell the conclusions to the whole class.
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Now we will analyze the lyrics of the song. Form groups of 5 and discuss.
What does Bob Dylan say is going wrong in the world. Do you agree? What must be
changed? Get ideas and share them with your classmates.

How many roads must a man walk down
before you call him a man?
How many seas must a white dove sail
before she sleeps in the sand?
How many times must the cannon balls fly
before they're forever banned?
The answer, my friend, is blowing in the wind,
the answer is blowing in the wind.
How many years can a mountain exist
before it's washed to the sea?
How many years can some people exist
before they're allowed to be free?
How many times can a man turn his head,
pretending he just doesn't see?
The answer, my friend, is blowing in the wind,
The answer is blowing in the wind.
How many times must a man look up
before he can see the sky?
How many ears must one man have
before he can hear people cry?
How many deaths will it take till he knows
that too many people have died?
The answer, my friend, is blowing in the wind,
the answer is blowing in the wind.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(30’ – speaking/writing – group work) The students have to
compose in groups of three own verses following the model of the original
song. They should write about things they would like to change in our world.
The verses have to be copied on a common wiki the teacher will have to
create. As an example, the teacher can see the one that previous teachers used
clicking on the link below:
http://icariasongs.wikispaces.com/
The teacher will assess their students by using a Rubric (Annex 10). The
teacher will have to rank their composed verses from best to worst
dependending on how they have worked in class, if they have collaborated
with their classmates, the language they used and the content of the verses The
teacher will tick the Rubric’s boxes according to the corresponding evidences.
The final result will be their final mark out of 12.
Now the whole class can sing the song together. The teacher can use the video
with the lyrics, which can be found in the following link:
•

Blowing in the Wind with lyrics
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgFz3tZYg-M (accessed May 26, 2010).
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Write your team conclusions here:
Choose one “speaker“ who will tell your results to the class.

What does Bob Dylan think must
change in our world?

What does your team think?

Now it is your turn to compose your own verses. At home in the same
groups of 5, compose three of your own verses with the structure of the original song:
How many ........... must ..........
before.......................................
Make sure that it fits more or less in the melody.
We will create a Wiki (a common webpage) where each group has to write their verses.

Here are the technical instructions:
Go to this this wiki page your teacher will tell you.
Now click on EDIT.
Add your composed verses.
Important: write under the verses the names of the members of your group.
Then click on “SAVE (GUARDAR)”
ATTENTION! Whatever you write in the Wiki will be seen by everybody. Take care not do
delete what others have written. Only save when you are sure! The teacher can see the
historial, who did what and when!
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SESSION 12:
Presentation of group works: verses & Glogster
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. be able to make an oral presentation about their own Glog

SKILLS:
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: Glogster, Wikispaces, computer, beamer, guitar
(optional)
ASSESSMENT: students’ evaluation form (Annex 11)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(45’ – speaking – group work) The students will present orally their Glogs. The
other students will assess their classmates with a students’ evaluation form
(Annex 11). In this way, the teacher makes sure that the students listen to the oral
presentation.
(15’ – speaking – group work) Afterwards they will sing together the song
Blowing in the Wind with their composed verses.
If they have written on the Wiki some of their favourite songs the teacher they can
sing them as well together. The teacher can bring the lyrics or download a
Karaoke.
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PRESENTATION OF YOUR GLOGS
Let’s share all your Glogs with your classmates!
Today, you will have to present orally the Glogs you made about your favourite English
speaking countries. You will have to show what you have learnt and to try to convince your
classmates that your country is the best one. You will have to explain lots of interesting things
about the country you chose!

You will use the following grid to evaluate the exposition of your classmates:
Name of the Glog:

Very good

Good

Not bad

Content
Language used
Attractiveness
Resources used (video, images, voice...)
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SESSION 13:

page 29

Final revision
MAIN GOALS IN THIS SESSION
1. produce guided written elaboration of short coherent texts
2. explain historical facts and reason why they produced changes in the world

SKILLS:
RESOURCES & MATERIALS: student’s book, can do list (Annex 12)
ASSESSMENT: Content, language revision, can do list, Rubric (Annex 13)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TEACHER:
(30’ – writing – individual work) The students have to write about
what they remember from the unit.
They can follow the questions as a guideline.
(20’ – reading – individual work) Afterwards they will fill out the Can do list
(Annex 12), so that can feel successful for their efforts or realize that they could
Thehave done more during this unit.
The writing will be assessed by the teacher using a Rubric (Annex 13).
(10’ – listening/speaking – T<->S) The teacher will finish this Unit with a final
review and praising students’ efforts.
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Write about the British Empire and the English speaking countries. In the writing the
following questions must be answered, but write a complete text:
•
•
•
•
•

When did the British colonise the world?
Why was the British Empire the largest one?
Why is English spoken in so many countries around the world?
Who is the character we have spoken about, you found more interesting? Why? Tell
something about him/her.
What do you think about colonising other countries?

Let’s see what you have learnt from this unit!
What do you remember?
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
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.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
And finally we are going to sing together Blowing in the wind
with the verses that you composed on your own!
And of course some of your favourite songs!
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CD contents
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